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The vast domain of Infocommunications reach from the physics of wireless and wired communication channels, through traversing the information – in a secure way – to its destination(s) to analyzing the characteristics of that transmission.

Since the area is huge, categorizing advances is hard. We operate with keywords – index terms –, text-mining of research papers, and creating clusters based on similar set of areas involved in these papers. The survey papers that keep appearing in our journal is useful in this sense as well: connecting and summarizing the current knowledge of a field – even if it has just emerged. In order to help indexing of our journal papers and the ones cited inside, we encourage our authors to reference the DOI – Document Object Identifier – of their cited articles, and we make sure these DOIs point to the source of the document, making it easier for the readers to reach it directly. This activity is animated by DOI commissioners such as the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, who helps us assigning DOIs through the original DOI provider, CrossRef.

The six papers of this issue includes an invited survey and five papers that arrived to the open call. Let us have a brief overview of these papers.

In their paper, Roman Ipanov describes, synthesizes, and discusses the various characteristics of the polyphase (p-phase, where p is the prime integer number) radar signal. This signal has an area of zero side lobes in a vicinity of the central peak of autocorrelation function. He shows that this signal represents a train from p coherent phase-code-shift keyed pulses, which are coded by complementary sequences of the p-ary D-code.

Our distinguished author, Sergey M. Smolskiy teamed up with Dmitrii I. Popov in their recent article on non-recursive rejection filters (RF) in the transient mode. They achieved RF modernization by its structure adjustment according to results of clutter edge detection, which leads to its effectiveness increase in the transient mode sequentially from one pulse to another.

Alawadi, Zaher and Molnar introduce novel methods for predicting behavior of elephant flows in Data Center Networks. In their paper, they empirically designed, implemented, and analyzed a new performance evaluation model for flow scheduling and flow congestion control algorithms used in data center networks based on multiple stochastic workloads to predict the value at risk of the elephant flows loss rate.

In their paper, Li, Wu and Wang propose a Deep Web data source classification method based on text feature extraction and extraction. The experimental results not only show that their model has significant advantages over the previous methods, but also prove that the use of the Attention mechanism can improve the precision without a huge increase in the cost of training time.

Let us again stop for awhile and think of the seventy years that has passed since our HTE, the Scientific Association for Infocommunications, has born. It must be hard for most of us, since we have not been involved in research those times – so let us remember the ten years for our Journal. In both cases, this is a year for celebration: remembering some legendary achievements, and aiming for new challenges.
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